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Introduction 
 

The Cyber Space has become an important factor in the modern terrorism strategy. Not only are 

terrorists using the internet to advance their goals, they are also innovating and adapting to changes 

in the technological environment. In order to fight terrorism effectively, we must seek to understand 

how terrorists are adapting to new technological changes and in which ways they are using online 

networks to learn and spread technical information and knowledge. Although terrorists usually lack 

the resources of security agencies, they are often one step ahead of security agencies who are trying 

to monitor the jihadist use of the internet, to geo-locate jihadist internet users, and to monitor and 

disrupt jihadist online communication. The goal of this paper is to analyze jihadist cyber security and 

more concrete the content of Kybernetiq, the first jihadi magazine on cyber and information security.  

In the first part, this paper provides a short background on the jihadi use of the internet and the 

increasing importance of cyber security for the jihadist community. In the second part, it introduces 

Kybernetiq and the developments of the magazine. It then analyzes the content and main topics of 

the three Kybernetiq issues between 2015-2017, dividing it into the five subcategories encrypted 

communication, (information) security, cyber-attacks and hacking, steganography, and science 

fiction stories. Finally, it will summarize the findings and close with a bibliography and a table of 

figures.   
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Jihadist Use of the internet 
The development of the internet and the worldwide web has revolutionized the way people 

communicate and enabled the rapid (often in real-time) and inexpensive exchange of information 

worldwide. The benefits of the internet technology are numerous. However, this development has 

also created new challenges: The democratization of - unlimited and uncontrolled - information 

through the internet has given jihadist organizations and their supporters a new tool not just to spread 

their propaganda but to use the internet for a wide range of purposes in order to further the terrorists’ 

goals. 

Terrorists use the internet in a variety of ways to advance their cause, ranging from propaganda 

to fundraising, recruiting, coordinating attacks, terrorist training and instruction, or even cyberattacks. 

Today, all major and minor terrorist groups have internet websites. In 2006, there have been at least 

4,800 of such terror websites (Hoffman 2006: 16), some estimate the number of websites of terrorist 

groups has risen up to 10,000 in 2017. While the internet has facilitated terrorism in many ways, the 

widespread use of the internet by jihadists has also enabled intelligence services to infiltrate jihadi 

websites, to geo-locate jihadist internet users, and to monitor and disrupt jihadist online 

communication. The conventional Surface Web was soon discovered to be too risky for anonymity-

seeking terrorists: they could be monitored, traced, and found (Weimann 2016: 41). Thus, most 

jihadists were forced to look for new online safe havens and moved to the Dark Net, whose 

decentralized and anonymous networks enable evading arrest and the closure of terrorist platforms. 

As in the Surface Web, the Dark Net is used by jihadists for encrypted communication, planning 

attacks, recruitment purposes, propaganda, and fundraising (see Malik 2018). 

 

 Jihadist Cyber Security 
While the importance of the internet to contemporary jihadists as a tool for propaganda, recruitment, 

funding, and operational planning is well established, the ways in which jihadists work to keep this 
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activity secure from monitoring and disruption, and in particular the ways in which they innovate and 

adapt to changes in the technological environment, are less thoroughly studied (Brantly 2017: 79).  

Groups like al-Qaeda or ISIS make increasingly use of online networks to learn and spread 

technical information and knowledge. As states have increased their capabilities to surveil, censor 

and disrupt jihadist organizations online and offline, jihadists have moved towards robust, 

decentralized approaches to learning and practicing operations security (OPSEC) (ibid.). Most 

jihadist forums or communication channels advise their readers to take all necessary precautions 

through the use of good digital OPSEC. Potential recruits must demonstrate increasingly 

sophisticated means of safeguarding not only their own security but also that of the network they wish 

to join. Recruits who fail to protect their digital security are less likely to make it to the physical fight 

in the first place (ibid.). 

Most of the techniques and tools needed to maintain digital security are not widely known to 

the general public and jihadists are increasingly trying to create channels to provide this information 

to all those interested. On messaging apps like Signal, jihadi accounts have posted hundreds of pages 

of training materials. Questions related to cyber security are being posted in jihadist forums, and 

instructions on how to use anonymous communication networks like TOR or I2P are widely shared 

in jihadist circles. Many of the training and instruction materials are interrelated and link to other 

manuals and websites. Besides teaching and learning material, jihadist OPSEC discussions cover a 

variety of tools designed to reduce the digital footprint left by individuals online: Which browsers 

jihadists should be used and which should be avoided, which search engines are providing the most 

security, which websites enable quick and anonymous sharing of information or storing of data: F.e. 

DuckDuckGo and StartPage are recommended for anonymous searches. JustPasteIt enables the quick 

and largely anonymous sharing of information via HTML links. Silent Circle is an encrypted email 

platform recommended in many jihadi forums and the Guardian Project apps which are designed to 
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enhance secure communications on mobile devices are mentioned many times as well (Brantly 2015: 

11).  

 

Jihadist Cyber Security in Print Media  
The majority of the discussions or instructions mentioned above originated either online in forums or 

on social media. However, there is an increasing number of jihadi print magazines and articles aimed 

at informing readers on cyber security, encryption, and the Dark Net. 

Al-Qaeda’s most famous publication, the Inspire Magazine, regularly contains short articles on 

digital security and digital OPSEC advice. In its June 2010 issue, instructions were provided on how 

to use the cryptographic program Asrar al Mujahideen 2.0 to send and receive encrypted messages. 

The article concludes with further advice on how to access the internet, the need for proxies, 

anonymous emails, abstaining from using USB drives, or changing private key passwords regularly 

(Brantly 2017: 94). In the subsequent issue of Inspire, the authors explained in detail how to encrypt, 

decrypt and shred less (permanently deleting them, thus rendering them safe even from forensic 

analysis) (ibid.). Moreover, most issues of Inspire also include a section with a public key block of 

the editors to facilitate secure communication. 

The August 2016 issue of al-Risalah, a jihadi magazine released by the Al-Qaeda-affiliated 

Global Islamic Media Group (GIMF), featured an article on smartphone security, which notes that 

smartphones can be secured by “rooting” the device and installing an alternative operating system. It 

also lists several types of security software that fake device information and referred to an instruction 

video on the removal of NFC chips, which are hidden GPS tracking devices in smartphone batteries. 

The article then notes that when a smartphone detects cell towers and wi-fi nodes, personal 

information is sent to Google and cautions that it is often the individual’s own fault for not taking 

proper security precautions that targeted bombings occur (MEMRI 2016, Al-Risalah 2016).  
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The subsequent issue of al-Risalah, released in January 2017, features another article on cyber 

security. This time, the article explains how to properly use the TOR browser since “zero-Day-

Exploits, targeted Malware attacks, and Bad Exit-Nodes are just a few of the dangers which lurk 

along the path of the Tor user” (Al-Risalah 2017: 41). It then lists several safety precautions, which 

include making sure their plugins are constantly updated, using English as default language, never 

maximizing the browser winding, avoiding JavaScript when possible, or “separating your jihadi work 

from your personal identity” (ibid. 42). Both al-Risalah articles on cyber security were authored by 

Kybernetiq, the name of a new cyber-focused magazine for jihadists. 

 

Kybernetiq – The First Jihadi Magazine on Cyber and Information 

Security 
Launched in December 28 2015, Kybernetiq is the first German-language jihadi magazine focusing 

on information technology, communication, and security (Kybernetiq 2015: 3). It aims to educate and 

instruct less experienced users on software and hardware and the responsible use of technology so 

they can’t be traced by security agencies. According to German intelligence, the key person behind 

the Syria-based magazine is a foreign fighter from Bavaria who is known to the authorities (Röhmel 

2016). 

The download links to the first two issues were disseminated on Twitter by the now-suspended 

@kybernetiq account. Since the end of 2016, Kybernetiq has its own website in the Dark Net which 

can be reached through the TOR-brower at KYBRNTQAE2CEOELE.ONION, 

KYBRNTQ255ACAOPR.ONION, KYBRNTQ25KLXIJJ6.ONION and 

KYBRNTQ2PLFIM42A.ONION. According to its own reports, until December 18 2017 the website 

has been accessed more than 1,8 million times by around 29,000 visitors (Kybernetiq 2017: 26). So 

far, the magazine has been released annually, in December (Issues 1 and 3) and November (Issue 2). 

The magazine is designed at a high level and clearly appeals to a technically savvy Western 

audience - both in light of the choice of the writing language and the use of pop culture as a recurring 
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graphic motif. The layout of the second issue looks similar to a 2015 PR campaign of the German 

army. The Kybernetiq editors told German media that they “deliberately tried to provoke with the 

Bundeswehr campaign in order to get the attention of Muslims and non-Muslims. In Islam, there is 

also a military service and we want to draw attention to this.” (Röhmel 2016). While the slogan of 

the Bundeswehr PR was “Mach, was wirklich zählt” (“Do, what really counts”), the slogan on the 

second Kybernetiq cover was “Mach etwas, was bei Allah wirklich zählt” (“Do something, what 

really counts for Allah”) (see figure 1 and 2). 

   
Fig. 1: Bundeswehr PR (“Do, what really counts”)  Fig. 2: Kybernetiq #2 cover 

        (“Do, what really counts for Allah”) 

 

While the first media reports on Kybernetiq claimed the magazine is associated with the Islamic State 

(f.e. Cuthbertson 2016), the banner of the Kybernetiq Twitter account soon changed to a picture 

claiming they are “not ISIS”. According to German media, the group sees ISIS as “exaggerators in 

the religion, who are shedding the blood of the Muslims" (Röhmel 2016). The group told RFE/RL in 

a direct message exchange on Twitter that "it is enough for you to know that we aren't from ISIS" but 

would not say if they had an affiliation with any other militant group (Paraszczuk 2016). According 

to the German jihadi watch-blog Erasmus Monitor, the pseudonym of the first Kybernetiq author 

(“iMujahid”) was created at the beginning of the Syrian civil war by a group of Germans linked to 

the Chechen jihadi group Junud al-Sham, but who later turned away from the group (Erasmus Monitor 

2016). However, the articles written by Kybernetiq for the al-Risalah magazine in August 2016 and 

January 2017 indicate an affiliation with al-Qaeda in Syria. According to the German intelligence 
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service, Kybernetiq can’t be attributed to any specific terrorist organization (Landesamt für 

Verfassungsschutz 2017: 23). In the preface of Kybernetiq’s second issue, released in November 

2017, the editors complain about the allegations that they are affiliated with ISIS and call out SITE 

Intel Group for its “embarrassing report” which was copied by several news agencies “without 

checking the sources and evidence” (Kybernetiq 2017: 2). Until now, some still claim that Kybernetiq 

is an ISIS magazine (f.e. Brantly 2017: 83). 

After the terror attacks by ISIS in Brussels in March 2016, the hacker collective Anonymous 

declared cyber war on ISIS and launched #OpBrussels, a mission to help security services to track 

them down and leak their most private information. During that time, “Brandstifter”, a frequent 

Kybernetiq-author, told British media that they have “no fear of Anonymous” because the “majority 

of hacktivist in the ranks of the Anonymous movement can't hack or programme” (O’Brien 2016). In 

the second Kybernetiq issue, they accuse Anonymous of sending dozens of phishing mails to them 

and criticize the hacktivists for attacking ISIS because “it’s not about ISIS, it is about Islam”. 

 

Analyzing the Content of Kybernetiq 
While the first issue with its 15 pages contained only five articles mostly concerned with encryption, 

the second issue contained eight articles on 28 pages. Besides encryption, new topics like 

steganography, (information) security, and smartphone security were covered. The third issue again 

contains eight articles on 32 pages and covers – in addition to the topics mentioned above - for the 

first time hacking attacks. Each issue is introduced with a preface and has a short science fiction story 

on its last pages. Kybernetiq has currently five frequent authors called “iMujahid”, “Brandstifter”, 

“Corium”, “Denkfabrik”, and “Schienenwolf” with all of them having authored or co-authored 

between five to six articles. Three articles, one in each issue, were written by the Kybernetiq editors. 

In the third issue, “Brandstifter” claims the first issue has been accessed 17.520 times and the second 

issue 27.317 times since they set up their website in the Dark Net. Most of the visitors had found their 
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website through DuckDuckGo, Google, and other Dark Net search engines. They plan to expand the 

Kybernetiq website to include more downloads, short news, and more special columns in the future 

(Kybernetiq 2017: 26,27). 

 

 
Figure 3: Number of visitors at the Kybernetiq website Nov 2016- December 2017  

 

 

 Encrypted Communication 

Encrypted Communication is one of the main topics Kybernetiq covers. In “Digital Gebrandmarkt” 

(Kybernetiq 2015: 4f), iMujahid explains the importance to use encryption to protect communications 

and to avoid any modification of the enciphering algorithm. The author strongly discourages the use 

of any crypto-program with a “mujahid branding”: Programs like Asrar al-Mujahideen, Amn al-

Mujahid, Asrar al-Ghurabaa and the Android apps Tashfeer al-Jawwal and Amn al Mujahid Mobile 

have a number of vulnerabilities that could be exploited. The article demonstrates how intelligence 

services can see if a message was encrypted with Asrar2. Although the message might be still 

encrypted, they will know that person A and B are using a jihadi crypto-program. 

Instead of these programs, the article recommends the use of PGP/GnuPG/GPG for data exchange 

and email and Pidgin (together with the off-the-record plugin) for instant messaging. Jihadists should 

pick neutral names instead of Arabic ones. Finally, the article warns not to use mobile phones for 

secret communication. 

In the same issue, the Kybernetiq editors offer a step by step guide on how to use GnuPG, the 

free open source version of PGP. First, the guide provides the download link to Gpg4win light 2.2.6 

(www.gpg4win.org). It then explains how to generate a key for the encryption and warns not to use 
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a real name or Arabic-sounding pseudonyms. For generating a password, the article recommends 

using the program KeePassX and discourages the use of online password data banks (9). After 

explaining how to use the keys, the authors complain about the laziness of many who are not willing 

to use encryption (11). 

In “Die Dunkle Seite der Zwiebel” in the second issue (Kybernetiq 2016: 8f), Corium and 

Brandstifter explain how to properly use the TOR browser since “Zero-Day-Exploits, targeted 

Malware attacks, and Bad Exit-Nodes are just a few of the dangers which lurk along the path of the 

Tor user” and list several safety precautions. The English translation of the exact same article was 

published in the January 2017 issue of al-Risalah, 10 months earlier (see figures 4 and 5 for 

comparison).  

   
Figure 4: Kybernetiq article on the dangers of TOR Figure 5: al-Risalah article on the dangers of TOR 

 

Finally, the last page of each issue always includes a section with a public key block of the Kybernetiq 

editors for secure communication where they invite readers to send them suggestions, questions etc.  

In the first issue, kybernetiq@ruggedinbox.com is the email of the editors. In the second and third 

issue, the editors have changed their email to kybernetiq@openmailbox.org and 

kybernetiq@protonmail.com. 
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 (Information) Security 

A second, more general topic, the magazine covers regularly is information security and security in 

general. In “Dein Arbeitsplatz”, Brandstifter, Denkfabrik and Corium (Kybernetiq 2016: 18-23) give 

some advice on how to keep your working place safe. When it comes to hardware, the authors suggest 

to buy it offline and in cash because intelligence services could intercept the postal item and 

manipulate the devices (18). User should set up a BIOS password (which is required to log into a 

computer's basic input/output system before the machine will boot up) and turn off webcam, 

microphone, or wake-on-Lan. Laptops used at home should be run without battery, so in case of 

danger the power plug can be pulled to shut down the power supply. Desktop PC’s should be locked 

in a heavy metal or concrete box so in case of a raid police will not have immediate access to the 

computer (which would allow them to extract sensitive data from the RAM). Before leaving the 

working place, the screw heads of the computer case should be covered with glitter nail polish and a 

photo on macro mode should be made of it. If someone touches the screws, it will be impossible to 

recreate the same muster (21). The door should be locked with bar locks (“Querriegel-

Panzerschloss”). Furthermore, the article stresses the importance of a “killswitch”, an emergency 

power off mechanism which can be activated with a remote which should be always kept in one’s 

pockets. Interestingly, the article also suggests to install video surveillance of the working place 

which is run with battery so it won’t be affected by the killswitch. The use of Microsoft Windows is 

discouraged because it is no open-source OS. Open source OS like GNU/Linux are recommended 

because “most state-made Trojans (Staatstrojaner) and most of the professional spyware has 

problems with unixoid operating systems like MAC OS X and Linux” (20). Beginners should use 

live Linux systems like Tails where all the data is deleted after each use. More advanced users should 

switch to native Linux systems like Debian or Ubuntu. Windows should be only used in a virtual 

environment, with programs like Virtualbox or Whonix Gateway (22). Professional users are adviced 

to use OS like Subgraph OS or Qubes OS, which are “digital castles”. Recommended software is 

Mozilla Firefox, the TOR Browser, Pidgin/Coy/Tor Messanger/Gajim for instant messaging, Tax as 
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a Skype alternative, Ricochet as messenger, GnuPG to generate encryption keys, KeePassX to 

generate passwords, Electrum as Bitcoin client, OnionShare for sharing files, Macchanger to change 

MAC addresses of wifi cards, MAT to clean files from metadata, Shred/Wipe/Secure-Delete to delete 

files, and BleachBit to “blur your digital marks”. Furthermore, the use of wireless mouses and 

keyboards is discouraged, as well as the general use of wifi. The authors warn that some laser printers 

are leaving machine identification codes on printed paper. Instead of using a shredder, stuff should 

be burned. For storage, micro SD cards are recommended. In general, USB, Firewire, Thunderbolt, 

Docking Ports and all the interface with direct memory access should be removed or disabled (23). 

Unused or old hard disks should be encrypted instead of thrown away, so in case of a raid investigators 

have to spend more time to decrypt the worthless disks. 

In “Utopie: Smartphone Sicherheit” (Kybernetiq 2016: 27) by the Kybernetiq editors, the 

authors explain how easy it is to geo-locate through your smartphone. It concludes with a warning 

that the smartphone is “an electronic ankle bracelet, which we voluntarily attach” and a call to “free 

yourself and your loved ones from this bondage” (28). 

In “Operation: OpenAleppo” (Kybernetiq 2017: 24f), the Kybernetiq editors describe how their 

team “had set out to provide the beleaguered Muslims in East Aleppo [in December 2016] with free 

and secure internet and other means of communication” (24). They were setting up a testing network 

in the province of Idlib which was to be sent to the jihadists in Aleppo. The distance of about 5 

kilometers would have been “perfectly adequate for a point-to-point Wi-Fi connection.” (29). 

Software like Pidgin for peer-to-peer chats, Docker Containern to set up XMPP server, Asterisk and 

FreeSwitch for IP-calls, or OwnCloud for exchange of data and files are mentioned. However, their 

project was not carried out because Aleppo was conquered by the Assad regime and the jihadist rebels 

were evacuated.  
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 Cyber-Attacks and Hacking 

In “PHISCHERS PHRITZ PHISCHT PHRISCHE PHISCHE” (Kybernetiq 2016: 4-6) by Corium, 

Denkfabrik and Schienenwolf, the authors discuss phishing attacks. After they had published the first 

issue of Kybernetiq, they received dozens of phishing mails. While suspecting Anonymous behind 

the attacks, the article tells about their unsuccessful attempts to counter-attack the phishing mails. 

Furthermore, they are criticizing Anonymous for attacking ISIS: “Their goals are clear and explicit: 

It’s not about ISIS, it is about Islam”, they claim. 

In “Der Darkarmy auf der Spur” (Kybernetiq 2017: 7-11), iMujahid and Corium are analyzing 

a malware which was sent to an Uighuri Jihadi on Telegram. The malware, a Trojan, was attached to 

a picture sent by an unknown number to the Jihadi. When opened, the Trojan forwarded personal 

information like telephone number, SIM, Android version, language, browsing history, or the list of 

installed apps to the sever of the attacker. The authors describe how after detecting the Trojan, they 

launched a counter-attack against the server of the - alleged Chinese – attacker with the help of 

“Minions” bots which infiltrated the server. 

On the next page, all five authors of the magazine explain in an article called “Minions” 

(Kybernetiq 2017: 12-17) how they created “Minions” bots with Python with which they attacked the 

server of the Chinese attacker in the previous article. In another article in the third issue called 

“Charlie Tango Down” (4f) by Schienenwolf, Corium and Denkfabrik, the authors describe how they 

helped to take down a fake website which was sent to jihadists on Twitter to geo-locate them. They 

remind the reader to watch out about which links and websites they are visiting.   

In “Terror Exit Node” (Kybernetiq 2016: 10-14), Corium and Schienenwolf present a guide on 

how to create your own Tor Exit-Nodes in order to “blackmail and terrorize every Tor user”. Tor Exit 

Nodes are the gateways where encrypted Tor traffic hits the Internet. This means an exit node can be 

abused to monitor Tor traffic. In the article, the authors claim to have run an Exit-Node for 21 days, 

intercepting 15gb in data, among them 6,223 email addresses, 3,563 email login details, 314 accesses 
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to password-protected websites, and 11,090 searches in search engines like Google, Yahoo, or 

DuckDuckGo. 

In “Moriarty Digital” (Kybernetiq 2017: 18-23), the authors show how they solved a digital 

forensic challenge of the German foreign intelligence service. They claim the challenge was sloppily 

programmed and that they’ve found the personal name of the creator of the challenge in the source 

code who allegedly is a “politically ambitioned father of a family living somewhere between Potsdam 

and Dresden”.  While they don’t publish his name, they create their own forensic challenge, claiming 

those who solve it will get the full name of the father (23). 

 

 Steganography 

In the second issue, iMujahid deciphers in a short article (“Guerilla Forensik”) a cryptical tweet sent 

by their Twitter account on December 28. He explains how they put a secret message in the pdf 

document of the first magazine which can be deciphered using the password from the cryptical tweet. 

In “Steganography” (Kybernetiq 2016: 16f), iMujahid and Denkfabrik present a short history on 

steganography. They recommend using the steganography program Steghide because it is an easy 

and powerful program and explain how to use it f.e. in order to hide secret messages in pictures or in 

audio files. 

 

 Fiction 

Each issue of Kybernetiq features a short science fiction story on its last pages called “Die Einheit”. 

The stories have a clear anti-Iranian and anti-Shia tendency and touch several theories and 

technological developments on artificial intelligence. The first story, written by “Prof. Dr. Yuito 

Abdillah Deisuke”, a “commander of the third cyborg regiment and research director of the United 

Islamic Emirates Scham” tells of a future Islamic state in the Levante. The mujahedin are close to 

capturing Damascus. A “Republic of Kurdistan” is separated from a “neo-laicist” Turkey through a 

600-kilometer-long artificial moat and a wall. Parts of Turkey and all of Armenia are incorporated 
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into Kurdistan. Most parts of Iraq are part of the so-called Iranian Empire. Azerbaijan allied itself 

with Georgia and erected the “Kaspian Wall”. 

The second story, “Begegnung mit Professor al-Dschazari”, is about the two jihadis Faris and 

Hafidh who are meeting the strange scientist Hussein al-Dschazari in a futuristic Aleppo. They use 

special contact lenses which allow them to activate thermal detection (to fight against Iranian militias) 

and the Professor controls spiders and rides himself a jeep-sized mechanical spider. Several links to 

Wikipedia and German newspaper articles on Robotics, the Muslim engineer Ismail al-Jazari, high-

tech contact lenses and mechanically controlled cockroaches provide a hint on what influenced the 

authors. 

In the third story, the Professor tells the jihadis that the Iranian Empire (led by an artificial 

intelligence called “K.I. Chomeini II”) has spread a virus in parts of Iraq to “exterminate all 

unbelievers”. Only Shia Muslims don’t die of the virus because statues of Ali across the country are 

filled with nanoparticles which are released to those who honor or worship the idol and which cure 

the virus. Later they get attacked by Shia militias and a battle robot and the two jihadis get buried 

under a house. Eventually the robot gets destroyed by a rocket and Faris and Hafidth are rescued. 

Again, several further links on nano particles, artificial intelligence, or technological singularity 

provide a hint on where the authors drew their inspiration from. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Terrorists use the internet in a variety of ways to advance their cause, ranging from propaganda to 

fundraising, recruiting, or coordinating attacks. While the importance of the internet to contemporary 

jihadists as a tool for these purposes is well established, the ways in which jihadists work to keep this 

activity secure from monitoring and disruption, and in particular the ways in which they innovate and 

adapt to changes in the technological environment, are less thoroughly studied. 
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Jihadists make increasingly use of online networks to learn and spread technical information 

and knowledge on how to protect their digital security. Questions related to cyber security are being 

posted in jihadist forums and instructions on how to use anonymous communication networks are 

widely shared in jihadist circles. Furthermore, there is an increasing number of jihadi print magazines 

and articles aimed at informing readers on cyber security, encryption, and the Dark Net. 

The most prominent example is Kybernetiq, the first German-language jihadi magazine 

focusing solely on information technology, communication, and security. Most likely associated with 

al-Qaeda in Syria, the magazine is edited by German foreign fighters who are appealing to a 

technically savvy Western audience. Accessed through the Dark Net, Kybernetiq has released three 

issues between December 2015 – December 2017. The 21 articles published so far by five different 

authors cover encrypted communication, information security and security in general, cyber-attacks 

and hacking, steganography, and science fiction stories. The articles are often very technical and 

complex and aim at an audience which is already familiar with the basic language of cyber security. 

However, several step by step guides and dozens of recommendations on software should ease the 

introduction of newbies to this field which will become more and more important in the coming years. 
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